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PINTEREST
STRATEGY
So, you really want to start
rocking this Pinterest thing, right?
You want to become a master at
Pinterest marketing. You've come
to the right place.

Before you do anything to jump
start your Pinterest Strategy, you
really need to turn on Rich Pins.
Not sure how to turn on Rich
Pins? Google 'how to turn on Rich
Pins' and there are great posts
out there to help you.
Next, you need to join group
boards! I wrote a blog post all about it!

PINTEREST
STRATEGY
You really want to be smart in your Pinterest
Strategy. I have outlined below exactly what you
need to do.
Pinning your own content to your own boards
Pinning your own content to group boards
Saving 3rd party (other pins) to your boards
Pinterest is a social media site. It might not be as
straight forward as Facebook or Instagram, but it is
a social media site and you should treat it as one.
But, remember, Pinterest is also more than a social
media site. It's also a search engine. People go on
to Pinterest to look for specific things. They type
in keywords.
By saving 3rd party pins to your
boost your chance to be seen.
On the next page we will
point. Let's gooooo! :)
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PINNING YOUR OWN
CONTENT TO YOUR
OWN BOARDS
I cannot stress this point enough. You want to be
pinning your own content. What do I mean by that? I
mean pins that you create specifically for your blog
posts. If you're not already creating special pinnable
graphics, you need to start NOW.
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re you even touch a group board, you need to
at your own boards. Are they cohesive? Do
relate to your niche? IF not, you need to edit
work on them.

A few things to do RIGHT NOW:

make sure each board has A
them. If they don't, go and
now.
make sure each board has a
category added (do this by
delete any pins that do not
name.

T LEAST 50 pins in
add more pins right
board description and
clicking on the pencil)
match your board

PINNING YOUR OWN
CONTENT TO YOUR
OWN BOARDS
Alright, after you do that, there's
you need to do on your boards.
Add more personal boards
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I want you to go add more personal boards to your
Pinterest profile. Chances are, you have some very
broad topic boards.
Let's

take

for

example

a

photographer

pinner.

They might have a board titled something along the
lines of 'Photography Tutorials'. This board is just
fine, but you also want to expand and have some
other boards to fit different topics. One board
could be 'Photography Composition Tutorials' and
another could be 'Photography Photoshop Tutorials'.
Try to break down your broad, vague boards and
add topics.
Make sure you have a board for your
website
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mean by this is to create a board that says
Website Name) Blog' or something to that
I have a board that says 'Aly Dawn Blog' and
ere I post all of my personal boards.

PINNING YOUR OWN
CONTENT TO YOUR
OWN BOARDS
Optimize your own boards
Alright, so you just went through and edited all of
your boards and added great pins. Congrats! You are
on your way to success.

Now I want you to go through and make sure
are doing these things as you add boards:
add keyword rich descriptions to each
add a category to each board
make sure your title is keyword rich
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How to find keywords
Keywords have always been super hard to me.
Coming up with them has been such a pain! But I
want to give you a little hint in Pinterest to find
keywords in your niche!

Go to Pinterest, type in your
photography again) hit enter.
you will notice that there are
Pinterest associates with phot

niche (let's use
After you hit enter,
keywords that
ography:

PINNING YOUR OWN
CONTENT TO YOUR
OWN BOARDS
Now all you need to do is create
those keywords in them. :)
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Creating new pins everyday
If you think you should only have one pin for each
blog post...you are wrong. You need to have at least
4 DIFFERENT pins for each blog post. Why? Because
some layouts might cater to certain people, while
some people might just pass them up. Try to get
creative with your pins. Make them as different as
you can. And create pins (as in upload your own
pins) every day.
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PINNING YOUR OWN
CONTENT TO GROUP
BOARDS
Pinning your own content (that is, the pins that you
made for your blog posts) to group boards is really
what's going to help you out the most.
You want to be
boards DAILY.
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After joining group boards (if you're not sure how
to do that, click here to go to my blog post about
group boards) you'll want to see how active they
are.
If they aren't very active, you don't want to post
to them every day. Try spacing it out every two
days, or even every week. The goal here is to not
seem spammy!!
After you pin one of your pins to a group board,
make sure you go back in to the group board and
pin some of the other pinners pins in there. (How
many times can I throw 'pin' in my paragraph?!).
Sharing is caring on Pinterest!!

REPINNING OTHER'S
PINS
Which leads me to repinning other pinners pins. Not
just from group boards, but also from your followers
and pins that match your boards.
Pinterest seems to 'reward' you for being active
their platform, so repin away! It not only helps
others, but it helps you in the end, too!
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HOW OFTEN SHOULD
I PIN?

I would say strive to pin to EACH BOARD at least
once a day. Sometimes I focus on one board only
and make sure it has 50 pins.
But the key here is to not just pin randomly. Make
sure you are pinning pins that don't have broken
links, because that's no good! Also check to see
that they have keyword rich titles and descriptions.
That will help your board be seen more.
It's
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I recommend Tailwind (click the words for a FREE
trial! Whoo-hoo!) it's literally the best and so
helpful.

Thank you for joining
me!!! If you'd like to
follow my social media
sites, they are listed
below:
WWW.PINTEREST.COM/ALYDAWNPHOTO
WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/ALYDAWNPHOTO
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/ALYDAWNPHOTO
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